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Abstract— We use an equivalent-circuit model to derive the
minimum noise figure (NF) for an amplifierless optical analog
link with a perfect lossless input impedance-matching circuit.
This minimum, which is 3 dB, is called the lossless passive
match limit. We contrast the link model with an analogous
equivalent-circuit model for a transistor amplifier, which does
not have the same limiting NF under this impedance-matching
condition. It turns out that the link’s 3-dB limit arises from the
ohmic nature of the impedance of the device that modulates the
light, and not from the electro-optic conversion processes in the
link. In a prior experimental link with near-perfect impedance
matching, dissipative loss in our input circuit precluded achieving
a measured NF of less than 4 dB. Investigation of the effects of
input impedance mismatch indicates that mismatch can actually
lower the NF to below 3 dB even when dissipative loss is present in
the input circuit. We have used this mismatch effect to reduce the
measured NF of our link to 2.5 dB at 130 MHz. We believe this is
the first demonstration of amplifierless-link NF of less than 3 dB.
Index Terms— Impedance matching, modeling, noise, opticalfiber communication, optical modulation/demodulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

INIMIZATION of analog optical link noise figure (NF)
is very important in applications such as remote sensing
and receive antenna remoting. It is usually accomplished by
using a low-noise amplifier before the modulation device (i.e.,
the external modulator or directly modulated semiconductor
laser). However, relying on large preamplifier gain to counteract a large-link NF can yield a significantly smaller overall
dynamic range. Therefore, it is important to understand how
the amplifierless link’s NF can be minimized.
To date, the lowest reported link NF’s have been demonstrated at relatively low frequencies (usually below 1 GHz)
[1]–[4] because, at lower frequencies, it is easier to obtain
lasers, modulators, and detectors with high-efficiency and lownoise characteristics, and it is easier to achieve high gain
from impedance matching. As device technology improves, it
should be possible to extend these results to higher microwave
frequencies. Additionally, at the same frequencies where the
lowest NF results have been reported, higher efficiency and
lower noise devices should enable the NF to be decreased
even further. However, there is a limit to how low the NF of a
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link can be. Specifically, it has been previously claimed [5]–[7]
that, in the absence of electronic preamplification, an optical
analog link with perfect lossless input impedance matching
has a minimum NF of 3 dB. This lossless passive match limit,
as we call it, has generated confusion because: 1) it is widely
known that other active two-port electronic devices, such as
transistor-based low-noise amplifiers (LNA’s), have exhibited
microwave NF’s below 3 dB even when impedance matched
for maximum gain rather than for minimum NF and 2) it is
not widely known in what specific ways the analog optical
link differs from these devices and why the lower limit to its
NF is, therefore, different.
In this paper, we present a derivation of the lossless passive
match limit, employing an equivalent-circuit model for an
analog optical link with a lossless input impedance-matching
circuit. We then derive how excess loss in the input impedancematching circuit affects the NF. We find that, as one would
expect, this loss at the link input raises the noise-figure limit
from 3 dB to a value equal to 3 dB, plus the impedancematching circuit loss in decibels. This effect does not bode
well for attempts to achieve very low amplifierless-link NF’s.
However, as we discuss further on, we know that there exists
at least two techniques for reducing the amplifierless-link NF
to below 3 dB, even in the presence of input circuit loss. We
have chosen to experimentally pursue one of these techniques,
which involves the use of an interface circuit that transforms
the modulator impedance but purposely refrains from matching
it to the source impedance.
II. DERIVATION OF THE PASSIVE MATCH LIMITS
An NF is defined as “the ratio of the available output noise
power per unit bandwidth to the portion of that noise caused
by the actual source connected to the input terminals of the
device, measured at a standard temperature of 290 K” [8].
That is,
(1)

,
, is the available
where
is Boltzmann’s constant, and
K. Note
gain,
that determination of link NF using (1) requires knowledge
of only two quantities: the available gain and noise added
and
for
by the link. In this paper, we derive
an amplifierless intensity-modulation/direct-detection optical
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of an intensity modulation/direct-detection optical link with perfect lossless input and output impedance-matching circuits.

link under a number of modulator interface-circuit conditions,
beginning with the case of a lossless circuit that perfectly
impedance matches the modulator to the RF source. Except
where we specify, “modulator” can be interpreted to mean
either an external electrooptic intensity modulator or a directly
intensity-modulated semiconductor laser.

A. Link with Lossless Impedance Matching
Fig. 1 shows an equivalent circuit for an intensitymodulation/direct-detection optical link with perfect and
lossless modulator and detector impedance-matching circuits.
At any frequency, one can model the modulator and detector,
and
, whose real parts
respectively, as impedances
and
represent physical ohmic resistances with associated
and
represent the RF
thermal noise. Similarly,
and
source and load impedances, respectively, and
are their real parts. Reactive circuit elements transform
and
so that the link input and output impedances are
and
, respectively.
The optical link between the modulator and detector is
represented in Fig. 1 by a voltage-dependent current source.
The photocurrent is a function of the optical power incident
on the photodetector, which is itself a function of the voltage
can be
across the modulator. The link’s transducer gain
to
expressed as the ratio of the small-signal photocurrent
across the modulator electrodes,
the small-signal voltage
and has a dimension of amperes/volt. The magnitude of
is dictated by the type of modulator, its bias condition, and
the total optical loss in the link. Thus, one derives the link’s
as follows (we use “gain” here in the most
available gain
general sense; i.e., insertion loss is simply less than unity gain):

noise per unit bandwidth added by the link

(3)
Notice in (3) that because the four noise sources are uncorrelated, the total noise they contribute at the link output is
determined by summing the noise powers—each of which is
calculated from the square of a voltage or current—rather than
by summing voltages or currents and then squaring.
In this paper, we continue to represent the effects of laser
RIN and shot noise using the very simple forms shown in
(3). More detailed expressions for these two noise powers are
given elsewhere [5]–[7]. The thermal-noise terms are more
relevant to our discussion, since they give rise to the lower
limits to NF. The thermal-noise-voltage spectral densities in
(3) are calculated using the following relationships [9]:
(4)
(5)
Substituting these into (3) yields the noise per unit bandwidth
added by the link

(6)
Therefore,

(2)
(7)
The equivalent circuit also includes two voltage sources and
two current sources representing noise that is always generated
and
in any intensity-modulation/direct-detection link:
are the thermal noise voltages generated by the ohmic
resistive portions of the modulator and detector impedances,
and
are the current spectral densities
respectively;
of the photodetected optical relative intensity noise (RIN) and
shot noise, respectively. From the equivalent-circuit representations of these four noise sources, one can calculate the output

and the NF for an amplifierless optical analog link with perfect
lossless input impedance matching is calculated by substituting
(7) into (1)
(8)
For large

, (8) reduces to the lossless passive match limit of
[2], or 3 dB.
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Fig. 2. Hybrid- small-signal equivalent-circuit model of a BJT transistor (after [10]).

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit for an intensity-modulation/direct-detection optical link with arbitrary input impedance
simulate loss in the modulator interface circuit.

B. Bipolar Transistor with Lossless Impedance Matching
The noise-figure derivation has yielded a 3-dB lossless
passive match limit for any two-port three-terminal active
device in which the entire real part of the input impedance
is ohmic. Since intensity-modulation optical links fall into this
category, they differ from many other active two-ports. For
instance, most transistors, including bipolar junction transistors
(BJT’s) and MESFET’s, have input impedances with real
parts arising not entirely from physical ohmic resistances.
In the hybrid- small-signal equivalent circuit of a bipolar
junction transistor, which is shown in Fig. 2 with lossless
input and output impedance-matching circuits, the elements
and
represent the base-to-emitter impedance [10].
These elements yield the same voltage-to-current relationship
at the base that arises from the base-to-emitter characteristic,
but their impedance is an incremental or effective one, rather
than an ohmic one. Consequently, whereas the base-spreading
contributes thermal noise due to its ohmic
resistance
does not. If, for simplicity’s sake, we
nature, the element
neglect shot noise and consider only low frequencies (where
is negligible), we can derive the NF in the
the effect of
same way as we did for the optical link
(9)

Zlink , and resistors R1 and R2 to

seldom yields the minimum NF for a transistor amplifier, NF
can be less than 3 dB. To minimize NF, bipolar transistor
designers seek to minimize the base-spreading resistance
.
C. Link with Lossy Modulator Impedance-Matching Circuit
Fig. 3 shows the equivalent circuit for an intensitymodulation/direct-detection optical link, as was shown
in Fig. 1, but with some important changes. Instead of
(the real part of the modulator impedance)
transforming
, the
perfectly and losslessly to the source resistance
lossless transformer makes the modulator appear to have
. The loss of the matching circuit is then
a resistance
simulated by adding a combination of series and parallel
and
, respectively), resulting in a purely
resistances (
. An additional component
real link input impedance
is shown in series with this configuration
with reactance
because, in Section III, we will be examining NF as a function
of complex link input impedance. For now, however, we are
still concerned with the impedance-matched case, i.e., where
,
, and
.
To see most clearly how NF varies with impedancematching circuit loss, it is desirable to express the resistances
and
as a function of the loss they impose. This can be
done by invoking several relationships between the quantities
shown in Fig. 3, beginning with

(10)

(12)

and
(11)
Note that even in this impedance-matched condition, which

or, equivalently,
(13)
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Notice also from Fig. 3 that
(14)
from which we can conclude that
(15)
and
(16)
At this point, the gain derivation that resulted in (2) for the
lossless impedance-matching case (which we will now call
) can be repeated to yield an expression for link gain
that includes the effects of circuit loss

(17)
, where
is the circuit’s excess
Defining
gain (less than one for a passive circuit), it is clear that the
as follows:
circuit loss must be related to resistance
(18)
and, therefore,
(19)
(20)
and
(21)
These equations make sense in that removing the lossy ele(so that
),
ments from Fig. 3 results in
and
.
which is equivalent to setting
and
now expressed as functions
With the resistances
of the loss they represent, it is possible to derive the NF as
a function of that loss as well. Fig. 3 shows thermal noise
voltages generated by these two impedances. Including these
two additional noise voltages in the derivation yields the
following expression for the NF of a link with perfect, but
not lossless input impedance matching

(22)
For very large , the general passive match limit to NF is,
, which is equal to 3 dB plus the
therefore,
is the excess
loss in the matching circuit (recall that
gain—which is 1 for passive circuits—and, therefore,
is the excess loss). This result is what one expects when adding
passive attenuation to the front end of a network.

The general passive match limit helps to explain the measured amplifierless link and NF we have reported previously
[4]. We had impedance matched the low- external modulator
in a narrow-band link to the 50- RF source using a circuit
had been independently measured to be 0.7
for which
dB. When we used a very large optical power (400 mW) at
dB and
the input to the modulator, we measured
dB at 150 MHz. Using
dB along with
dB and the other parameters in our link model
resulted in a predicted NF of 4.0 dB, which we interpret as
confirmation of the model. Since achieving this result, we
have attempted to reduce the modulator interface-circuit loss
to reduce the NF. We have also sought a means of reducing
the NF even further by somehow circumventing the lossless
passive match limit of 3 dB, as is discussed in Section III.

III. METHODS FOR REDUCING NF

TO

BELOW 3 dB

In Section II, we showed that if the modulator in an amplifierless link is perfectly matched to the RF source impedance,
then the ohmic resistive portion of the modulator impedance
to
, so that
is at least
contributes
and NF is at least 3 dB. Reducing NF to less than 3 dB
requires a reduction of the modulator impedance’s contribution
so that it is significantly less than
. We
to
are currently aware of two methods for accomplishing this,
which are: 1) using a traveling-wave electrooptic modulator,
in which ideally the only added thermal noise on the electrodes
is generated by the termination impedance (which has a diminished contribution to the output noise because it is launched
in the “counterpropagating” direction [11]) and 2) removing
the “match” constraint by using any type of modulator, but
purposely mismatching it to the RF source impedance in such
a way that the thermal noise voltage its ohmic impedance
generates is divided so that less of it is ends up being across
the modulator. Both of these methods for potentially reducing
the NF can result in less than 3-dB NF, even in the presence
of some matching-circuit loss, as is explained further in this
section.
A. Using a Traveling-Wave Modulator
If a traveling-wave modulator is used, then, in the lossless
match case, the electrode characteristic impedance and elec, and
trode termination impedance are both equal to
from the modulator is
the only contribution to
generated by the termination resistance
the thermal noise
. This thermal noise is launched onto the travelingwave electrode from the end opposite from the end onto which
the input signal is launched. In a traveling-wave modulator,
the electrical and optical phase velocities are matched in the
direction that the signal is launched, whereas the thermal noise
from the termination resistance propagates in the direction
counter to this preferred launch direction. Therefore, at any
modulation frequency where the signal’s effective wavelength
in the modulator material is much less than the traveling-wave
electrode length, the modulator thermal noise will contribute
, such that the lossless passive
negligibly to
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Fig. 4. Setup for measuring the NF of the experimental amplifierless link with tunable input impedance.

match limit for this type of modulator is close to 0 dB
(depending on the modulation frequency) [11].
We have chosen not to attempt this method of obtaining
less than 3-dB NF because it is easier to minimize the shot
(which must be done if
noise contribution to
very low NF’s are to be obtained) using a modulator with a
high-impedance lumped-element electrode than it is using a
.
traveling-wave modulator with the same
B. Removing the “Match” Constraint
It is possible to purposely mismatch the modulator and RF
source impedances in such a way that voltage division causes
less of the thermal noise voltage generated by the modulator
resistance to be imposed across the modulator electrodes. This,
in turn, causes the modulator’s thermal noise to contribute
to
, making it a second potential
less than
method for reducing the link NF to less than 3 dB.
Deriving the link gain and NF for any link input impedance
, assuming lossless impedance trans), yields
forming circuitry (i.e.,
(23)
and

when mismatch causes
to be smaller than its maximum
(i.e., perfect input impedance match) value.
This mismatch method is what we have chosen to pursue in
our efforts to demonstrate an amplifierless link with less than
3-dB NF. In our actual modulator impedance-transforming
circuit, we expect to have some loss, so it will be helpful
to have general expressions for gain and NF that include the
effects of this loss in addition to the effects of impedance
mismatch. Repeating the gain and NF derivations for
and
yields
(25)
and (26), shown at the bottom of this page, which are valid
for any link input impedance and for any amount of modulator
,
interface-circuit loss. In the case where
, and
, these reduce to the expressions already given for the perfect input matching case with
, they reduce
loss [(17) and (22), respectively]. When
instead to the equations given for the case where the modulator
interface circuit is lossless, but does not impedance match
the modulator to the source (23), (24). Finally, combining the
lossless and impedance-matching conditions causes (25) and
(26) to reduce to (2) and (8), respectively.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(24)
A link NF of less than 3 dB can, therefore, be obtained if the
modulator interface circuit is designed to yield a link input
impedance that causes the second term in (24) to be less than
one (provided that high- components are used so that the
interface circuit loss is minimized). For this to be successful,
the third and fourth terms in (24) must remain small even

We assembled an external modulation link using the same
laser, modulator, and detector described in [4], but this time
we incorporated a modulator interface circuit having adjustable
inductance and capacitance values. Varying the tunable reactance values in small increments, we used a calibrated
HP8510 network analyzer to measure the resulting link input
, and used the experimental setup shown in
impedance
Fig. 4 to measure the corresponding link NF. We calibrated the
HP 8970A NF meter with a noise source having low excess

(26)
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Fig. 6. Conformal mapping of the constant-G and constant-NF circles
of Fig. 5(a) from Z 0 -space into Zlink space. The impedance where we
measured G = 24:5 dB and NF = 2:5 dB is also shown.

M

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Analytically determined constant-G and constant-NF circles on a
Smith chart plot of the transformed source impedance Z 0 presented to the
modulator in the experimental amplifierless link. (b) Analogous constant-G
and constant-NF circles for an example bipolar transistor.1

M

noise ratio (ENR) before measuring the link NF. When the
tunable reactive elements in the modulator interface circuit
at
were adjusted such that
MHz, we measured an NF of 2.5 dB at this frequency. When
tuned in this way for minimum NF at 130 MHz, the NF varied
dB at
with frequency fairly strongly; we measured
115 and 150 MHz.
We then replaced the link-under-test with a variable RF
attenuator and adjusted the dial on this device until the meter
measured its NF as 2.5 dB. At this dial setting, we measured an
MHz using the network
insertion loss of 2.5 dB at

analyzer. This verified that the meter had given an accurate
NF measurement for the link.
To our knowledge, 2.5 dB is the lowest NF ever reported
for an amplifierless optical link. The significance of this result
is not solely its record-breaking nature, but rather how it adds
to our understanding of the relationship between link gain and
NF under high-gain conditions. In effect, what we have shown
is that when a link has very large available gain, it exhibits
many of the same qualities as other high-gain devices such
as BJT’s and other transistors. Indeed, (23) and (24), which
relate and NF to the source and link input impedances, give
and NF loci on the Smith chart in much
rise to constant
the same manner that an amplifier’s gain and NF behavior
was first shown to be represented on a Smith chart plot of its
source impedance [12].
Using our model of the experimental link, we have rendered
such a Smith chart plot in Fig. 5(a). Note that what is plotted
, but rather
, the impedance presented
here is not
to the modulator by the RF source (which lossless passive
circuitry can transform to any finite impedance). Therefore,
the effects of matching circuit loss are ignored—just as they
always are in similar Smith chart plots published by transistor
manufacturers, such as the one shown in Fig. 5(b).1 Note
on the link plot that the lossless passive match limit of
, which is
3 dB is represented by the point
the perfect lossless match case. Two additional facts about
Fig. 5 are worth noting. First, unlike the transistor, the link’s
is zero) causes the
unidirectionality (i.e., the fact that its
perfect match condition to always yield the highest gain, which
dB point in Fig. 5(a) is at
. Second,
is why the
if for our link had not been so large, then the NF and gain
contours would more nearly line up with each other; that is,
the input matching condition yielding the highest would also
1 “A low-noise 4-GHz transistor amplifier using the HXTR-6101 silicon
bipolar transistor,” Hewlett-Packard Applicat. Note 976, May 1975.
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yield the lowest NF, as is the case for most links [as dictated
by (23) and (24)].
after the input circuit
Due to the difficulty of measuring
was tuned for lowest NF, we do not know exactly what spot on
the Smith chart plot in Fig. 5(a) corresponds to our measured
MHz, our
2.5-dB NF. Instead, we know that at
. Using
measured result corresponded to
a computer-aided design (CAD) simulation of the tunable
modulator interface circuit, we were able to map the circles
onto contours (no
of constant- and constant-NF versus
.
longer circular) of constant- and constant-NF versus
These are shown in Fig. 6, along with the measured data
dB and
dB at
point of
. Besides allowing us to compare the analytical
and experimental data, Fig. 6 has the additional attractive
dB at
.
feature of showing that
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown why 3 dB is the lowest NF achievable for
an amplifierless optical link with perfect lossless impedance
matching to the RF source impedance. Investigation into
the effects of circuit loss and impedance mismatch on link
performance has shown that circuit loss increases the minimum
NF, whereas impedance mismatch can actually lower NF to
below 3 dB, which we have experimentally demonstrated.
Of course, impedance mismatch reduces , so this technique
is so large under the matched
only yields low NF’s when
is still very small even in the mismatch
condition that
case. Of additional concern is the effect of input impedance
mismatch (which dictates return loss) on the performance of
the analog RF system into which the link is inserted.
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